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P R E F A C E  T O  E N G L I S H  E D I T I O N

This book is part of the course of Spiritism for Youth - Spiritist

Doctrine: an invitation to the youth-  produced by Marcos Group.

It is the first group Marcos' book translated into English and is a

motive of great contentment to all of us that want to share our

knowledge with a broader audience. The translation was done by a

no native speaker of English which can bring some problems with

the natural way of expressing  in the language of everyday life, but

this downside, we think, can be easily overcome if we understand

the primary goal of this text, impulse our heart towards a higher

wisdom applicable in our everyday life. 

This publication signal something of immense relevance for us,

it's the beginning of Group Marcos works with a broader hearing

which is either a challenging and a source of happiness. From now

on our purpose is to continue to publish in English the new mate‐

rial we produce monthly. We hope, with the help of God, the good

spirits and yours we will be able to do it!
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Integration with God is a central theme of the life of the wise of all

time. We live in a period of evolution that pains and challenges

drive us to seek something more. Unfortunately, often, confused

and anguished, we choose the wrong existential paths. We invest

our affection, our time and our lives in false conquests and vain

adventures. This is serious because we need to consciously take on

the responsibility of structuring a better world that will exist only

for those who know how to renounce themselves - children's

desires for immediate and superficial pleasure - and to act produc‐

tively in their lives.  We need becoming wiser.  

It is at this crucial moment that the language of the cross,

which gives the understanding of suffering that redeems, heals and

purifies the being, must be known and lived. There is no real alter‐

native for those who wish to grow spiritually. Suffer, intimate and

invisible, has a role to play in our lives. Knowing how to under‐

stand it as a great initiator of the mysteries that exist in us is essen‐

tial. We can never attain a higher spiritual stage without passing

through the regenerating proofs of life and overcome them. The
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language of the cross is the expression of the winner. For many

centuries we have deceived ourselves that the Lord was seeking us

for a life of fragility and self-indulgence. Definitely it is not true.

We are awakening from medieval fantasies through astounding

but educational challenges. Some still flee, creating absurd theories

to the point that they even defend that even they do not exist.

Infantilism of infantilism. To Christians, of all range, the central

question: do we learn the language of the cross?

Full emotional delivery to the Creator is a millenary process to

be developed in the civilization of the Spirit. Therefore, we are not

here in an advanced course. We fight, we think, we reflect on the

foundations lost in centuries of distortion of the Gospel. We must

return to the source of the light, establish in our hearts the basics

Truths and, connoisseurs of the direction,  begin the necessary

efforts to learn the language so well lived by Christ and lucidly

explained by the apostle of the Gentiles. May Paul of Tarsus, to

whom we dedicate this work, continue to seek, in our barbarous

heart, the gaps that allow the penetration of the Master's Light.

Fortaleza, Brazil, August 2018.

INTRODUCTION
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P R E S E N T A T I O N

The Doctrine Secret module is composed of ten meetings, with a

monthly publication, which began in June 2018 and will end in

March 2019. In April 2019, the Guardian Angel module begins.

In the first meeting of this module, we present the Secret

Doctrine and its connection with Spiritism. In the following, we

will reflect on the understanding of God in the dialogue with the

Kabbalah (Secret Doctrine of Judaism), the spiritual obligations of

the incarnate spirit, and the ways of developing the inner powers

necessary for the fulfillment of the duties given by God. In this

meeting, we will study the language of the cross and the meaning

of surrender to God. (At this moment, only this is translated into

English)

Each meeting has audio and text that can be downloaded for

free in our blog. Audio and text are complementary, one does not

replace the other. At the end of each meeting, a spiritual friend, the

coordinator of the module or someone invited by him, will talk to

us about questions related to the topic studied. This communica‐

tion is transcribed in the mediumistic dialogue. We think that a
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study format that integrates audio and text, as well as, quotes from

classic and current books, and the participation of the friendly

spirits is more appropriate to meet those who wish to deepen in

Spiritism in a broad and continued way.

Of course, this is an imperfect work. In no way we have the

pretension of superiority. A desire moves us, improve ourselves

and contributes to all who, like us, feel the real anguish for a life

closer to the Christ. Therefore, we accept our limitations at the

outset while maintaining our commitment to the Truth, and

consequently to the intimate improvement and service to others. 

PRESENTATION
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T
he Creator penetrates all creation. He feels, knows and

acts at every moment in all the particles of the universe,

even in the smallest events of your life. He wants us to

get closer to Him. The Secret Doctrine of the Druids speaks of

three necessary characteristics of the Creator, Be Infinite in itself;

Be finite in the creation; to relate to each state of existence in the

circle of worlds. The Almighty relates individually to each being of

all evolutionary states teaches Leon Denis in After Death. There is

an eternal lesson conveyed by the wise: of all conceivable experi‐

ences, the greatest is to surrender to God.

Your life must be the development of the relationship with

Him. Without it, nothing will make sense. Three capacities are

essential: Trusting in His love, which is developing convicted

wisdom; Expand the inner perception, which is to become aware

of His presence; To love, which is to connect with Him. Faith,

Hope, and Charity. The quality of interaction with God is what

gives spiritual value to everything we do and feel. All the rest -

religion, social class, profession, training, etc. - are transitory

labels. One day there will be no more Earth or solar system but

will remain our relationship with the Father.

Individuals who narrate their experiences with the Deity say

that they feel Him as a Being that integrates everything, their Pres‐

ence is perceived like a loving substance that involves inside and
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outside all the being. An infinitely powerful and generous presence

that allows you to communicate with Him easily. It's like a good-

natured person sitting in front of you, paying loving attention to

everything you say. He is more real than what we see and touch.

When we feel God, there is no doubt, fear or uncertainty. There is

peace, joy, fullness. This is a pale description of those who live in

contact with God, the sons that have ceased to resist Infinite Love.

Who can best teach the relationship with the Father? Jesus,

because it relates to the Creator in a constant and direct form.

How can we understand what the Master has revealed to us?

Considering that between the Christ and us there is a historical

abyss of two thousand years, one must ask, what technique was

used so that wisdom crossed twenty centuries? The answer to this

puzzle we have: Jesus educates primarily through actions. Speak

little, express much. No other language could be more useful for

inferior spirits like us. His actions show, his verb deepens.

Paul of Tarsus understood so fully the method of the Envoy of

God that he realized the most crucial moment of his lessons. To

the astonishment of many, the convert of Damascus elaborates the

expression, Language of the Cross.

For the language of the cross is foolishness to those

who are lost, but to those who are saved, to us, it is

the power of God. (Corinthians 1:18)

MARCOS GROUP
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Language structures the inner and the external world and the

interaction between human beings. It is composed of a set of

verbal, corporeal and graphic signs that we use to organize and

communicate thoughts and feelings; includes the idiom (what we

speak and write), body gestures, the way we dress, look, walk, sit,

behave in the world.

When the apostle speaks of the language of the cross, he

expresses much more we can imagine. It's a new language!

Learning it changes entirely the way we see and feel the world. It is

not a mere change of opinion. It is not to place Jesus in place of

Apollo or Mary of Nazareth in the position of Demeter or Athens.

It is not a matter of accepting Jesus as a great prophet or

exchanging holy water for the energized one.  It is a revolution, an

intense, inner transmutation. It is becoming a new being by

perceiving and relating to the world and to society in an entirely

new attitude.

The actions of Christ in the context of crucifixion structure

this new understanding, indicate the path of spiritual ascension;

from this new language we will know how to see, act and feel to

grow spiritually. If we ask Paul of Tarsus what defines a Christian,

the Language of the Cross will be his answer.

Herculano Pires uses the term world-vision, worldview, in a

sense similar to language in the Pauline sense. Those who begin

their apprenticeship live such a powerful transformation that, for

the majority, as the apostle clarifies, it is madness. We differentiate

in the world two great languages, those of the truly wise, that of

the cross; and that of the lower spirits, that of immediate satisfac‐

tion. One is renunciation and faith; the other, anguish and despair.

The first directs the being for the complete overcoming of matter,

for the spiritual victory of eternal flavor and gives access to the

SECRET DOCTRINE
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spheres of light in the universe; the second, limit it, constrain to

live in the lower circles of spiritual and bodily life in centuries of

torments and pain. Between the two choices, free will and the will

of Christ that we follow the Path.

The lesson of the cross must

be treated as objective truth. It is

a guidance map to be followed,

not only an exciting story. We

stand before our Master, he

teaches us. Sometimes he smiles,

sometimes he sweats blood. He is

all desire. What does he long for?

Present us something inexpress‐

ible. Therefore, it makes

gestures, acts, feels, suffers. He

showed as much as we could

assimilate, and encoded, gener‐

ously, other knowledge for our

present. The Master stands before us. We must respond to him, is

the suffering he has gone through useful or useless in our lives?

We know his deepest intention: he wants to include us in his King‐

dom. It is either a private decision to follow it or not.

We know the purpose of Christ. Now, what is his method?

There are various methods, many ways to get something. For

example, we can achieve something by asking, paying, threatening,

using physical violence, through fear or verbal persuasion. It is

essential to understand, what method does he use. Without deci‐

phering this puzzle, we will always be confused! Emmanuel, a

luminous and selfless spirit, explains the method of Christ's trans‐

formation. In his words, sacrifice is his method of transforming.

There is more wisdom in this sentence than in most books on

Earth. In the dialogue of the Passover meal, recorded in the book

MARCOS GROUP
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Boa Nova, Jesus says, I will have to teach in Jerusalem the necessity

of self-sacrifice, so that not only a kind of victory triumphs, as

fleeting as the buildings of human selfishness or pride.

According to Jesus, the other methods work, bring victory, but

are transitory. Achievements that do not use the method of sacri‐

fice, fulfilling the duty of love, are illusions. Of the two types of

success, which are mutually excluded, Jesus explains what he

desires. My victory is that of those who know how to be defeated

among men, to triumph with God, in the divine construction of

their works, immolating themselves with joy to the glory of a

higher life.

The Last Supper, wood sculpture, by Aleijadinho - Antônio
Francisco Lisboa, Ouro Preto, August 29, 1730 or 1738 -

November 18, 1814. Sculptor, painter, sculptor and architect of
great innate talent in colonial Brazil.

Christian initiates do not decide anything significant in their

lives without consulting the lessons of the cross. Because, in this

set of episodes we see the Christ acting - thus preaching - in the

most extreme situations that the incarnated spirit can experience,

indicating to us how to conduct according to the Will of the

Father. Therefore, we can not summarize the crucifixion in a few

SECRET DOCTRINE
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words, forgive and love, for example, and close the subject. It

would be inadmissible! Two words are an excessively short vocab‐

ulary for any language! It is shallow superficiality to decorate what

one should do without worrying about practice. Repeating words

is not learning a new language. Let us inquire. What is forgiving?

How to love? How to incorporate this into my life? What mental

and emotional processes do you experience to develop these

virtues? Without it, we are false as the currency of three dollars.

The steadfast and direct language of Jesus was worked out.  He

says you must eat from my body, drink from my blood! Under‐

stood? He knew this would confuse some, they would even think it

was a cannibalism ritual, but he did not care. He had a higher

purpose: to warn us that either you eat and drink, you objectively

integrate the teachings into your life, just as the body assimilates

the nutrients or nothing. There are no half words, no vain excuses.

Eats, drinks, assimilate or does not enter into the Kingdom.

The revelation of the Master is practical, we must practice it.

The time of vulgarity is over. We are on the edge of transition, we

have a few decades, we have reached the extremes. The language

of the cross is offered to us, we should not call it madness. If we

do, we will go mad. This continually happens in our world. The

purpose of Christ is clear: to include us in his Kingdom. It is an

intimate decision to follow.

A fundamental question arises for the Christian, how to live the

sacrifice? What, in practice, do? What, for me, means being

defeated among men and triumphing with God? The Master is

radically honest in the answer: No matter where and how the

testimony of our faith is. The essential thing is to reveal our Union

with God, in all circumstances.

We learn two central concepts of the language of the cross: self-

sacrifice, inspired by love, as a method of conquest, and our union

with God are essential in any time, place, and circumstance.

MARCOS GROUP
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CRUCIFIXION -  THE WAY

How does God respond when the Master calls Him Daddy? To

unravel such a sublime relationship, for us, it is not possible. It

would be foolish to think that we can know the Master's

psychology in depth, his divine impulses, the sophisticated logic of

emotions that surpass the human. We must strive, however, to

understand their actions to transform our feelings and our lives.

This is our high goal.

The crucifixion reveals steps of building communion with the

Father. Jesus lived it to teach us a path that could not be learned by

us in any other way. We highlight some teachings, many others

that will become accessible when practicing the basics. Evolution

expands the possibilities for more achievements.

BETRAYAL

There are two bitter experiences lived by Jesus from the beginning

to the end of the crucifixion: betrayal and abandonment. We all

lived or will live these experiences, what change is the circum‐

stances, the characters, and mainly how we deal with this type of

emotional pain.

A direct disciple and enemies are gathered against Jesus. Each

involved wants to win something, no one cares about Jesus' feel‐

ings. In a moment of special fraternization, the celebration of

Easter, the Master announces, I will be betrayed. Who? It's the

natural question. The answer is terrible. The one who put his hand

on the plate with me! That is to say, I will be betrayed by someone

I love, who shares with me the most significant moments of life,

the traitor is someone very close, we have intimacy. Anyone who

has been betrayed by boyfriend, spouse, father/mother, a friend

knows the meaning of this experience: to break down emotionally,

SECRET DOCTRINE
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to sink into chaos, to lose the emotional reference, the basis of life.

How to deal with this pain?

The Jewish Secret Doctrine, the Kabbalah, can help us on this

path of transformation. Moshe Cordoeiro, a kabbalist who lived in

Portugal and Spain in the sixteenth century, and went to live in

Safed, a province of Galilee, because of the expulsion of the Jews,

writes a beautiful book on the Divine mercy that helps us to

understand the Master.

The wise Kabbalist uses a powerful image of Kabbalah, that of

the King who sustains injury. This is the way, he says, more often

angels refer to God. There is a reason. Moses, a great prophet,

under the protection of God, frees the Jews from Egypt, but in

flight, many carry false gods in their luggage to worship them!

God provides food in the wilderness, yet the golden calf is

worshiped. God continues to support, despite the betrayal. God is

the King who supports even those who betray Him.

MARCOS GROUP
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Sculpture Moses by Michelangelo (1475-1564) painter, sculptor, poet and
architect considered one of the greatest artist in history. Photo: wikimedia.

In the Spiritist understanding, it is easy to comprehend this

reality. God sustains all creation, He keeps our heart beating, our

brains running, the sunrise, the earth spinning, despite our

injuries. It is a merciful practice: the Father nourishes us, even

when we betray Him. The Christ presents a more direct and beau‐

tiful image in Matthew 5:44, the Father makes the sunrise for the

good and the bad and the rainfall for the just and unjust. In the

SECRET DOCTRINE
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time of the Christ, an extended period without rain meant a great

famine with the death of part or all of the population. The benefits

of God are for everyone. God continues to feed us physically and

spiritually, even though when we misstep a lot. Immediate conse‐

quence: if you exist, it is because God is sure of your immense

value. He sees beauty in you.

How does the Master deal with the betrayal? A principle guides

the behavior of the Master, he always acting with the Almighty as a

reference. John inquires humbly, Master, why should deception

come from one of the disciples? Preparing the disciple for his

grand spiritual ascension, Jesus teaches. Listen, John: the designs

of God, if unfathomable, are invariably just and wise.

Curiously, after this statement, the Jesus explains: this scandal

will make my followers understand that they must be firm in

fulfilling the will of God and that they will often find the abandon‐

ment, ingratitude, the misunderstanding of the dearest ones. But

why did he tell the apostle that if the designs of God are unfath‐

omable, they are also always righteous, since he has clarified why?

Because we will not invariably be able to understand the meaning

of what happens to us, yet we must trust! There are intelligent and

loving motives for our sufferings that we do not always

understand.

Academic studies of forgiveness show that it is indispensable,

for attaining real forgiveness, to recognize that one has been hurt

and feel the pain consciously. Pretending that nothing happened in

the name of mercy is living a lie and imprisoning yourself

emotionally. The Christ speaks clearly, one of you will betray me.

Their language is yes, yes; no, no. There are no variations like - it

is, but it is not ... I suffer, but I do not suffer... He explicitly recog‐

nizes the pain that lives. Accept it, because everything happens

with God's permission for a higher reason. The Creator remains

loving those who betray Him, Jesus never fails to love.

MARCOS GROUP
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Jesus could have arrested Judas, tied him, killed him. Like God,

he allowed Judas to continue living. Here the Master's action

becomes divine, Jesus continued to nourish him with his love!

Emotionally we kill who hurts us. We eliminate to the point where

we often forget what happened; but behind everything forgotten,

there are an emotional murder and a pool of heartache.

Jesus acts differently, when Judas approaches with the guards,

after Supper and prayer in Gethsemane, he asks, what do you

want, friend? Aware of the betrayal he suffered, Christ continues

to nurture the unhappy disciple with emotional friendship, as if to

say, you betrayed me, you bring me immense pain, I do not agree

with anything you have done, yet I have good feelings for you. I do

not place myself in the position of your enemy or merciless judge.

Jesus, in a human body, shows how God works with us.

Indeed, we cannot forgive as quickly as the Master. But, it's not

about speed, it's about living. No one is asked to be abandoned by

their parents or by the spouse is asks to forgive instantly. It cannot

be so. What we need is to live the process of forgiveness which is a

long intellectual and emotional journey.

Revolt, which is the misunderstanding of the advantages that life

gives us, can keep us from following Christ. Why did this happen

to me? The answer is unique, the Father loves you. Perhaps, your

spiritual guide asks, why do not you seek to understand God's love

in your pain? Why not discover the enormous benefit that the

Father sends you through a painful experience? Here is our main

evolutionary problem: we do not prepare ourselves to hear and

understand the loving and high motives of God. Everything is

advantageous when you seek God. It is one of the most critical

teachings in Earth's spiritual history, repeated by great sages with

variations. Kabbalah teaches Everything that happens is for the

SECRET DOCTRINE
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better. The Messenger of God says, Seek first the Kingdom and

His righteousness, and all these (things you need) will be added.

The betrayal of the one we love can become extremely beneficial if

we seek God.

What does Christ do after recognizing that he was betrayed?

Lift the cup of wine, give thanks to the Father, and say drink all of

you. What?! Maybe you ask! He has just been betrayed by a close

disciple, knows who he is, that will die, and just raise a glass of

wine, bless and thank the Father. Is that right ?! Yes. This prayer is

born from a heart that cultivates absolute trust in God. It is an

action incomprehensible to those who live on the surface in the

world; is an excellent deed for those who begin to live as spirit; it

is a sublime lesson for the initiated. God never allows something

hopelessly awful to happen. Everything can be converted

into Love.

The Master continues the Supper, does not isolate himself. In

fact, it strengthens the bonds of love with the disciples, shares

valuable revelations, and establishes a New Covenant based on his

sacrifice. Those who still cannot forgive live the isolation. Of

course, we have to protect ourselves physically from some kind of

people, as is done in ethereal cities, the problem is the general

emotional isolation that engenders deep insecurity and sadness.

The Messiah presents as a remedy of despair, a New Covenant!

The solution to the isolation of trauma is to restructure social rela‐

tionships. Emotionally linking to healthier people, based on God

and spiritual friends. Have you ever thought about how you can

benefit from your emotional attachment to your guardian angel

and a spiritual charity team? Jesus empowers us to say, spiritual

friendship also helps in our emotional healing!

MARCOS GROUP
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ABANDONMENT

Life is not just a single testimony, the learning is constant and

renewed. If the Master had not forgiven Judas, he would not have

been able to deal with the abandonment of those who, though not

betraying him, did not support him in difficult times. They aban‐

doned him.

Garden of Gethsemane - Photo: wikimedia

In the solitude of Gethsemane, as he prepares for the witness of

the cross, Jesus asks Peter and the young brothers John and James

to pray with him. They sleep. Jesus wakes them up. Ask again.

Once again, they sleep. In the end, Jesus says, rest, my hour is near.

Lesson: A peaceful heart forgives those whom it loves, but cannot

help it in the most challenging hours. To excuse this kind of aban‐

donment requires a very sophisticated capacity for understanding.

The lesson is sharp, we cannot love anyone, denying their weak‐

nesses. It would not be love. When we transfer to the loved one

expectations that are just, just to God and the Christ, we are culti‐

vating disillusionment for the future. To accept the limitation of

the other, even when it generates the pain of abandonment, and

SECRET DOCTRINE
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say, rest, I do not demand what you cannot give, it is to accept the

human smallness and the greatness of the Father.

Orazione nell'orto del getsemani (prayer in the garden of
Gethsemane), Santi di tito (1536 - 1603) Italian painter of the end

of Mannerism and beginning of the Baroque.

The next event is the realization of Judas' betrayal and the

abandonment of his closest friends. Judas arrives with an armed

group of sticks and swords, Peter reacts, Jesus rebukes him so that

he does not use violence and he adds, the Father allows, and I

accept to be fulfilled the prophecies. Jesus is arrested, the disciples

flee. Jesus is alone, from the human point of view, surrender those

who hate him and want to mistreat him.

We do not have prophecies to fulfill, but we have emotional

healing to do. They demand difficult experiences well lived, the

revolt puts everything to waste. The pain that the Father sends us,

often attending to our requests, has a reason, It's aimed our true

MARCOS GROUP
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happiness. We have emotional needs that only God and Christ can

supply. It's no use charging, demanding, or even paying others to

get what they cannot give us. A specific type of protection, in a

decisive moment, originates from the Creator. To Him and to the

Master we must seek, with the intimacy cultivated daily, so in the

crucial moments of our journey, will be of elevation.

The tranquility of the Master stems from this intimate contact

with God. Ask him, educating, do not you think I can ask for help

from my Father? He allows himself to be led by inferior men,

knowing that he will suffer much, physically and emotionally, but

that everything will happen according to the Divine Will that

accompanies him directly. This Will also accompanies you and me.

Our great need is not to be loved by God, but to accept His love.

LESSONS FROM FORGIVENESS

We have a lot of fragilities. Like the apostle Peter, at the beginning

of his mission, we have a lot of courage to fight, but we escape

from the pain we have to live to learn to serve. We exalt ourselves

easily, declare our greatness and firmness, but, shortly afterward,

we are cowed. Sometimes, like Judas, we steal what belongs to

another, ideals, values and dreams with the excuse that one day we

will compensate. Others times, we are taken by the sleep of indif‐

ference, when, next to us, someone we love, suffer enormously.

This is the emotional landscape of the crucifixion, it is also ours

and the society's reality. Self-exaltation, theft, and indifference are

mechanisms that we use not to mature, to escape the pain. We are

also Peter and Judas, Thiago and John, in learning. That is why it is

so essential to understand how Jesus deals with the mistakes of the

one he loves.

In my ingenuity as a beginner spiritist, I thought that it was

enough to make "charity" that I understood as a dedication to

SECRET DOCTRINE
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Spiritist activities. These activities of extreme emotional value, as I

discovered later, were seen by me at the time as a kind of well-paid

job that would generate money to pay my debts to the world ...

Not quite. The comparison is not entirely false, but it is far from

being right to the point where it can intelligently guide our spiri‐

tual evolution.

In nowadays, I thank God that I understood my mistake before

I was disincarnated. Indeed, my disappointment would have been

enormous, for the Christ expects much more from each one of us.

What I did not comprehend was that Charity is not an activity, it is

a way of life. It is a way of living and feeling, of relating to nature,

with myself and with others human beings. Charity is a lifestyle

built on an exceptional basis, God.

The experience of charity expands our connection with God,

and with Jesus, this enlargement gives us nourishment, energy,

courage. The Master uses the symbol of the tree to present us this

idea, it is perfect. Jesus is the tree; we, the branches, need not say

that God is the soil, the nourishing base, and the sun, which gives

transforming energy. Our emotional pattern is like the inner

vessel of the branch, the channel through which the sap of the tree

pass through, made from the nutrients of the soil and the sun. The

breadth or smallness of communication with Christ - of the

nurturing channel - relates to how we live charity with ourselves,

with others, and with nature at every minute of our lives. How this

is different from conquering the Kingdom through only a specific

activity as I thought!

Forgiveness is the practical application of charity that we feel

for the others and for us. It is the quality standard of our intimate

relationship with God. It is no accident that the definition of the

spirits of charity conceived by Jesus is benevolence towards all,

indulgence to the imperfections of others, forgiveness of offenses.

MARCOS GROUP
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They do not talk about specific activities, they talk about a way of

living.

How can I have an emotionally competent attitude toward

those who have betrayed me or abandoned me? God teaches, by

continuing to give life to those who are wrong, that we must not

destroy anyone either materially or emotionally. If God allows me

and others to exist, it is because He sees beauties that we do not

know. The eye of the Almighty is of mercy and wisdom.

Understanding the Father's affection towards us is challenging.

Moshe Cordoeiro reveals something surprising in analyzing the

teachings of the prophet Ezekiel.

Son of man, tell the nation of Israel, 'This is what you

are saying,' Our trespasses and sins are a burden upon

us, and we are faint because of them. How then can

we live? "'

Say to them, 'I swear by my life, the word of the

Sovereign Lord, that I have no pleasure in the death

of the wicked; but I rather delight in them departing

from their ways and living. Come back! Turn from

your evil ways! Why should they die, Oh nation of

Israel? '

— EZEKIEL 33: 10,11

God not only supports human that commit an error but carries it

out until we can solve it. This is very special. The Father does not

allow us to be overwhelmed by our own mistakes, even though

they are our responsibility. From a spiritist point of view, this is
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evident. Errors, deviations from the Law of Love, generate ener‐

getic distortions, even in the spiritual body, as well as degrading

bonds with other beings. All this forms painful situations,

emotional conflicts, fears, anguish, guilt complexes of different

intensities. What does God do? Observe our ability to withstand

our own mistakes and carry to us all the weight we cannot support.

This affection manifests itself, for example, in reincarnation

schedules: they are never made to crush us. Many debts await

centuries for millennia because they are like stones that would

break us if we had to put them all on our shoulders. The Creator

sustains most of the burden that we generate until we return to the

path of wisdom and become capable of freeing ourselves from the

useless weight of all that is not love.

The Almighty carries your errors until you can undo them. It is

easy to recognize in this passage of the Gospel,

Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened,

and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and

learn from me, for I am mild and humble of heart,

and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is

easy, and my burden is light.

— MATTHEW 11: 25-30

Evidently, light and heavy are relative to each one's ability. The

Master says light because he considers our ability. He does not

allow the burden to become too heavy, he carries with us. Jesus

protects us in the name of God. Did not condemn friends who fail

to be with him in his testimony,  did not increase the burden of the

disciples by criticizing their weaknesses, but supports with them

their faults, even though they are victims of them. To love means

to support the realization of the spiritual development of the other
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in its rhythm. It is not merely to leave, to accept; is to help with the

burden of inferiority. In short, as the highest representative of the

God, Jesus bears with us the weight of our weakness, even when

we attack him. This is great, it is far beyond my imagination as a

beginner spiritist.

BEFORE THE AUTHORITY OF THE WORLD

We have, at the moment when Jesus is brought before Pilate, a

singular moment in the history of the world. The Master never

sought the authorities of the world to become important in the

eyes of others. But for us, authority means a lot: power, material

and emotional security. No one in their right mind will claim that

safety is not essential, the instinct for survival is a central feature

of being, we need security. What we learn from the Christ is what

kind of protection to seek, to which we can trust. 

At this meeting, two individuals with significant power reveal

the foundation of two approaches to the world.

Pilate was not, in the evaluation of the spirit Emmanuel,

through Francisco Xavier, a representative of the forces of dark‐

ness. He was a judge who carried an immense desire to hit. The

spiritual benefactor defines him as a profound symbol of the

human journey, in the message entitled Pilate. This causes aston‐

ishment!

In my time of spiritual ingenuity, if I may say so, everything

was easy to interpret. Pilate was an inferior spirit who could not

recognize Jesus. Today, feeling in a position similar to the

governor of Judea,  I ask myself, do I realize Jesus or I follow the

pressure of the multitude of inferior desires that dwell in me? Do I

relate to Christ as the Master of my life or do I attempt the impos‐

sible reconciliation between the values of God and the world?

Pontius Pilate is torn between powerful forces: he receives the
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influence of the Highest to act justly, on the other hand, the lower

crowd, willing to satisfy their sick passions, want to crucify Jesus.

This is a decision that, consciously or not, we take every day in our

hearts. 

The Roman judge tried not to condemn the Master. He did all

that was possible, without sacrificing himself, without endan‐

gering his status, to free Envoy. It is the position of many today.

We do much, as long as no real self-denial is required. But the

sacrifice, Jesus came to teach, is the only way to reach God.

Face to face, the anxious judge, and the peaceful defendant. In

Pilots, the indecision of those who seek to preserve their own

interests; in Jesus, the peace of who fears nothing to lose, the

acceptance that everything belongs to the loving Father. With the

desire to serve the world and God, asks Pilate to those who

surround him, what will I do then, Jesus, called Christ? Big

mistake. The paramount answers in our lives must come from

above, expressing to ourselves from the innermost part of our

being, from an intimate communication with the Creator of life.

It is a tragic scene, the governor of Judea stands before the

wisest man on the planet and asks an ignorant and enraged crowd

what to do! Is it not he the symbol of those who guide their lives

by the materialistic values of society? Whenever we question the

world what to do with the Master, the response will invariably be

the same, crucifying it. Satisfy your lower passions, enjoy now! For

this reason, we end many existences, successful in the eyes of the

world, failed before our own conscience. Unhappy. Really

unhappy. 

What are the thoughts of Christ when he sees this man as

powerful, as miserable, who tries to understand the Truth by

serving inferior passions? Jesus helps! Divine therapist, make a

question that could save him - and that can deliver us - Do you say

that for yourself or others have told you about me? Unfortunately,
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Pilate did not want to inquire,  what did you sincerely believe? We

almost always despise divine inspiration and hear the voice of the

world. Pilate responds by changing the subject, am I a Jew? He

means I have nothing to do with it, it's not my problem. I do not

want to think about it. Then formally declares, I see no reason for

condemnation. Still, he commands the crucifixion.

It is a strategy of our mental perversion, allowing the victory of

evil in us, apologizing to the statements we wanted to be different.

We condemn and do. In the face of the supreme decisions of life,

consider: the Christ is in front of you and inquires, do I act

according to my Divine Self or I am following the crowd of infe‐

rior passions?

Pilate washing his hands. Juan Correa de Vivar (1510-1566).
Spanish Renaissance painter.
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A CRUCIFICAÇÃO

What is the crucifixion? It is to endure the chaos of the lower

passions, walking to God. Those who lived something similar

know. Sexual abuse, war trauma, extreme neglect of sick parents,

dysfunctional homes for drugs and alcohol, emotional tortures of

various traits generate experiences of chaos arduous to assimilate.

The crucifixion of Jesus is composed of all these elements. The

severe disrespect of the body, the violence without limits, the

negligence of those responsible, the anguished of the uncertainty

of their judgment, the celebration in the face of his sufferings.

Body is torn he feels hunger, thirst, pain, abandonment, discom‐

fort, fatigue, supreme humiliation. The Master knew all the agony

of the trauma. It is more than experimenting, the divine friend

sympathizes with compassion with all those who will need the

bitter purifying experiences to enter the Kingdom. He can say to

each of us, I know the pain you feel, I know what means abandon‐

ment, betrayal, contempt, physical and emotional abuse, destruc‐

tive disrespect, allow me to help you.

He wanted to share our suffering. If possible, he would have

avoided his sorrows and ours. It was not possible because of the

revolt that we feed, so Jesus chooses to share our miseries and

support us.  His action goes beyond forgiveness. It is an incompre‐

hensible attitude from the human point of view. Suffering an

extreme injury to alleviate and teach us that despise and hurt him.

His deeds are emphatic and public. The teaching irrefutable.

Now we know how spiritual ascension occurs. To sip, to

consciously assimilate, the cup of suffering is not an exclusive

necessity of those who have experienced traumatic experiences, it

is pre-requisite to discover the Kingdom of God.

I have an eternal excitement with the spiritual life in higher

colonies. What I only gradually began to envision is that there is
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the entrance price and this price is not external. I imagined thus,

the rich in the world paid to have a comfortable life everything is

superior from the point of view matter. Whoever has accumulated

many good works, will be the rich with the best houses and

schools in the spirit world. Great mistake! It is not so simple,

because the realizations with spiritual value require emotional

maturity. In the world, you can inherit or conquer fortune and still

immature, but it is impossible to accomplish a spiritual relevant

task without inner growth.

Euripides Barsanulfo was a selfless young man, and by the age

of twenty, he had founded the St. Vicent of Paul association, an

excellent school, a newspaper and a theater group famous in his

region; he served as a homeopath for everyone with the sole

purpose of serving. However, in his first mediumistic communica‐

tion, his spiritual guide, Vincent of Paul, states, Prepare because

the doors of Sacramento will close for you. They will all reject you

because they cannot discern you but rejoice the Christ opens a

new field of work! That happened. Euripides once admired, was

treated by the whole city as mad or possessed. He lived the

extreme of popularity and then contempt. The suffering gave him

maturity to perform one of the most significant spiritual works of

Brazil. Only sorrow provides access to the most significant inner

powers.

Only after a long time did I learn that doing good is essential

and indispensable, but, together with noble action, I cannot escape

the hardship that makes me mature and qualifies me for higher

work.

Evolution happens through a simultaneous combination: inti‐

mate maturation and external realization. The Master did not

despise the achievements of the world, nor the experience of the

sorrows both are indispensable.
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At the crucifixion, the Master gives an unparalleled lesson of

forgiveness. I've never seen anything like it, it's a practical and

objective education. It shows us how to forgive in a sublimely way,

the account is in the book Two Thousand Years written by

Emmanuel, received by Francisco Xavier, Simeon a wise old man

describes the crucifixion.

- Brothers, it was to see the gentle resignation of the

Lord, at the last moment! ...

Staring into the sky, as if enjoying the

contemplation of the heavenly beatitudes in the

kingdom of our Father, I saw that the Master was

lovingly forgiving all the insults! Only one of his

most beloved disciples remained at the foot of the

cross, supporting his mother in the distressing

trance! ... Of his habitual followers, few were present

in the hour of sorrow, undoubtedly because we who

loved him could not show our feelings before the

enraged mob, without grave danger to our personal

safety. Nevertheless, we would all wish to experience

the same woes! ...

From time to time the executioners more closely

approached the martyred body, tearing at his breast

with the point of his merciless spears!
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At times the generous old man wiped the sweat

from his forehead but still with his eyes moist:

I noticed at a specific moment that Jesus had

turned his calm and lucid eyes from the firmament,

watching the crowd rioting in criminal fury! Some

drunken soldiers whipped him once more, without

his oppressed chest, in the anguish of agony, escape a

single moan!

His soft and merciful eyes then spilled out from

the sacrificial mountain into the damnable

townhouse! When I saw him looking anxiously, with

the loving tenderness of a father, to all who insult

him in the extreme torments of death, I wept with

shame for our impieties and weaknesses ...

The mass was moving, then, in numerous

altercations ... Deafening cries and revolting

improprieties surrounded him on the cross, where he

could see the copious sweat of the supreme moment!

But the Messiah, as if he were deeply visualizing the

secrets of human destinies, reading in the book of the

future, looked again at the Heights, exclaiming with

infinite goodness: "Forgive them, my Father, because

they do not know what they do!"

The Divine Master did not forgive as if he forgets what

happened. It is another technique of spiritual ascension that

presents us, another emotional posture. It is moving to recognize

the Master's emotional dynamics. Watch. He feels tenderness, pity

for the suffering of the one who hurts him. He has mercy on those

who attack him, he feels sad for the educational pains that will be

necessary for those who voluntarily disharmonize themselves with

hate. Christ's forgiveness is forgiveness wrapped in tenderness
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with a concern for the spiritual future of those who disobey the

Father's Laws. Maybe thinking, it is sad to see you plant so many

thorns in the path that you will have to tread ... Still, I will help you

because I love you.

THE DEATH

Why is crucifixion liberation? From what prison does it free? To

understand the answer one must know oneself. We carry an inti‐

mate crowd within us who, if uneducated, will crucify the divine

friend. Knowing this is essential. Emmanuel, a wise writer, in

Refuge in Peace, addresses the intriguing subject,

As in the times of Jesus' stay in the apostolate, most men

remain in the midst of disoriented searching and false thinking,

between mild youth and disillusioned old age, between disregard

health and unprofitable illness, between the lost incarnation and

the disincarnation in despair.

As in the times of Jesus' stay in the apostolate, most

men remain in the midst of disoriented searching and

false thinking, between mild youth and disillusioned

old age, between disregard health and unprofitable

illness, between the lost incarnation and the

disincarnation in despair.

(...)

Many feelings have animated you for centuries,

imitating within you the flow and ebb of the crowd.

They hurry from your heart to the brain and return

from the brain to the heart, always the same, unable

to access the spiritual light. It is the fantasist

principles of peace and justice, of love and happiness

that the plan of the flesh has imposed upon you.
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In certain circumstances of transient experience,

they may be useful, however, not living exclusively on

their side. They would put the infernal captivity

upon you.

— FONTE VIVA, ITEM 147, P. 243, FEB

We have lived for centuries feeding on the fantasies of social

success, clinging to unjust hopes, walking joyfully to dark cliffs.

Dealing in a Christian way, as initiates, with feelings that dominate

us and inferior us, it hurts. It's challenging. So effortless is inferior‐

ity, that light troubles, emotional sacrifice scandalize, real self-

denial scares.

The death of self-delusion, profound emotional transmutation,

is the crucifixion experience that terrifies and heals us. It is to

fiddle with a secularly decayed wound. I am astonished when I

analyze our propensity to the illusion. Any activity started: writ‐

ing, a new job, mediumistic activity, spiritist talk, some sport,

quickly we are dreaming of some kind of glory, something that, in

some way, puts us in a higher position.

Apparently, they are minor foolish things; indeed, they are

terrible forces that keep us from Light. Spiritual children, we are a

long way from recognizing how these innocent fantasies are

destructive. We fantasize to get away from the truth of ourselves

and distance ourselves from Christ.

The founder of deep psychoanalysis, Carl Gustav Jung in his

studies of patients who have suffered severe trauma such as child‐

hood sexual abuse, growing up with alcoholic parents or narcis‐

sists notes that the effects of fantasies can be as traumatic as the

actual trauma. In other words, fantasizing about false happiness

does so much harm as being regularly beaten in childhood. There‐

fore, Emmanuel and the instructors of the university Maria de
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Nazaré, like Epaminondas de Vigo, are so austere. They know the

destructive power of "innocent fantasies."

Camilo Castelo Branco, in Memoirs of a Suicide, recounts that

before this great initiate, Epaminondas de Vigo, he felt naked, for

it was evident that he did not believe in his emotional disguises,

his fantasies about himself. This was how the spiritual friend acted

because he knew that if Camilo reincarnated with so many self-

delusions the chance of his committing suicide would be high.

The Master educates us through his death on the cross. It

teaches that to crucify oneself is to free oneself from destructive

illusions. His followers have no right to feed children's fantasies.

He had shameful death, the punishment of the most detested crim‐

inals. Therefore, his disciples cannot live feeding foolish pride and

mad vanity. I came to understand, a generous and balanced life is

not salvation, it is the necessary structure to get in touch with the

emotional chaos that exists within us, with this aggressive and

malicious crowd, who lives for centuries feasting in fool fantasies,

it is necessary to purify ourselves.

There is a grave risk, indefinitely postponing the crucifixion,

we postponing our true happiness for millennia. Why do we post‐

pone our real happiness? If we walk, teach Emmanuel, we will

experience solitude, light, and silence. The incomprehension of

others is inevitable. We are afraid to recognize that those who live

for millennia in the direct struggles of matter, conquest, and the

satisfaction of vanity, would not understand the brutal battle for

an invisible Kingdom that does not translate into gold and social

worship. After all, how many times have we not classified as crazy

the sages who crossed our path? It is not fair to demand discern‐

ment from anyone when real enlightenment is desired. We delayed

following the desire of the crowd.

One of the strongest illusions to break is the need for family

and social approval. We all suffer from millennial blindness
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concerning spiritual values. Display to the crowd a bundle of

money, and everyone will know the importance of it, show the

greatness of forgiveness many will say it is foolish. We do not live

as incarnate beings, we want to be flesh. Therefore, we need to

learn the language of the cross that heals and uplifts. The world

gave us the repeated satisfaction that imprisons and depresses. On

the one hand, the society imposes its materialistic values,

promising happiness that it cannot provide, on the other, Jesus

leads a minority that transforms the Earth. We should join

this group.

How to link to the Master? It's a question I ask regularly. What

emotional processes lead you to grow spiritually. I do not know. I

suspect that recognizing the monotony and inferiority of a world

void of significant emotional and spiritual achievements helps.

Carrying out the search itself, even if it is awkward, to compre‐

hend Christ intimately, as Friend and Master, is indispensable.

Venturing out be misunderstood by those who seem to be happy,

world winners, perfectly integrated into the triumphant material‐

istic society is necessary. A question must be answered with the

help of Divine Envoy: am I living according to the will of God?

Status, power, wealth, approval become destructive poisons if we

are not living according to the will of the Father.

We do not have the mission to be of the world. No firefighters

are sent to play with the flames. The task of those who want to

save themselves spiritually is arduous, requires concentration on

high goals, relinquishment of many illusions, tolerance of those

who look happy and amplify the fire that will burn them soon.

Intimately, we can conduct our feelings with tenderness and

firmness, changing their dynamics honestly and truthfully,

opening ourselves to the exercise of genuine reflection on the fini‐

tude of life, what kind of death we want, what life we live. Time

goes by. We will soon leave this dimension, at most in a few
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decades, however, independently how well we live in this world.

You can decide how you will be when you leave. Comfortably

adapted to the world, feeling victorious or crucified and bound to

the Father? It is a meaningful question. It is the supreme teaching

he has left us. The marks of the cross distinguish those who have

made the most important spiritual decision of all time: to serve

God above all else in all circumstances.
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T
he five books that make up the Torah, which means Law

or Instruction, also known as Mosaic Pentateuch, are

Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy.

They express the divine revelation in a language understandable to

the Hebrew people at the time of their formation and the coming

of the Christ. It is indispensable, therefore, strives to understand a

language and a culture that flourish of at least a few millennia ago.

Kabbalah is the most spiritual and deep part of the Torah, it is the

essence of the Pentateuch of Moses. It is the Secret Doctrine of

Judaism.

The attention of Christ to this tradition is striking. Jesus was

not an innovator who despised tradition. He says, I did not come

to destroy the Law (Torah), but to fulfill it. Indeed, the spiritual

and genuine part of the Law, the Jewish Secret Doctrine, expressed

by the Kabbalah. 

It is enough to remember that at the moment of his arrest the

Master affirms, I will be imprisoned because it is necessary that

the prophecies are fulfilled. At the moment of the cross, he quotes

Psalm 22, a symbolic poem that speaks of the destiny of the

Messiah, known in the Jewish tradition as the Psalms of the Just

Sufferer or of the Faithful Servant. Needless to be reminded that

he speaks of the faithful servant on several occasions.

The Psalms is a book, written after the Pentateuch, attributed
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to King David, who gave continuity to Jewish wisdom. Its are

expressed queries, anguish, and reflections of King David and

other high spirits. Psalm 22 deals with the agony of David when he

says, "My God, my God, why have you forsaken me? But it also

deals with the Faithful or Just Servant, announced by the prophet

Isaiah, who would come into the world in the name of God to

begin a new age for humanity. The Messiah is the suffering

servant. Therefore, when the Christ on the cross quotes, in

Aramaic, Psalm 22, Eli, Eli, lamá sabachtháni, is once again

demonstrating His bond with the wisdom that crosses time and

space, because He is the founder, in the Earth, of the Secret

Doctrine.

WATCH VIDEO # 23 - "WHY DID YOU ABANDON ME?" WITH HAROLDO

DUTRA DIAS WHO EXPLAINS THE MEANING OF THE PHRASE - ELI, ELI,

LAMÁ SABACHTHÁNI.

SOURCE: HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=-

W8DN8ILFUM
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T
his message is in the Spiritist Magazine of July 1862. It

summarizes brightly and excitingly the reason why we

go through dangers that brings us closer to death: it is a

warning, we must forgive and repair our errors with urgency.

I had never seen such a direct and enlightening message about

this kind of event. The message received in the Spiritist Society of

Paris, directed by Allan Kardec, by Mrs. C. The author is the Spirit

of Truth. The title: A Tile.

A man walks down the street. A tile falls to his feet.

He says:

"How lucky! One more step and I would have

died. " In general it is the only thanks which he sends

to God. However, this same man, shortly afterward,

falls ill and dies in bed. Why was it preserved from

the tile, to die a few days after, like all people? It was

chance, the unbeliever will say, as he said, "What

luck!" So that it served him escape the first accident if

he succumbed to the second? In any case, if luck

favored him, the benefit did not last long.

To this question, the spiritist responds that every

moment we escape accidents that, as they say, leave

us with two fingers of death with this question. Do
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you not see in it a warning from Heaven, to prove to

you that life is on the line; that we are never sure to

live tomorrow and that, therefore, you must always

be prepared to leave?

But what do you do when you go on a long

journey? You take your steps; you put your affairs in

order; give yourselves provisions and things

necessary for the trip, and get rid of all that can

hinder and delay the march. If you know the land

where you go, if you have friends and acquaintances

there, leave without fear, sure that you are well

received. Otherwise, you study the map of the region,

and you get letters of recommendation.

Suppose you were obliged to undertake this

journey overnight, and that you have no time to make

preparations, whereas if you had been forewarned in

advance, you would have arranged all that was

necessary for your conveniences and your comfort.

So! Every day you are exposed to undertake the

greatest, the most important of the journeys, which

you must do inevitably, but think of it no more than

if you were to live on earth forever! In his goodness,

God cares for you, warning you by numerous

accidents, to which you escape, and you only have

this expression: How lucky!

Spiritists! You know the preparations to make for

this great journey, which has far more significant

consequences for you than all you undertake here on

Earth because in the way that it is done depends on

your future happiness.

The map that will show you the country where

you are going to enter is the initiation into the
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mysteries of the future life. For her, the country will

not be unknown to you.

Your provisions are the good deeds that you have

performed, and that will serve as passports and

letters of recommendation.

As for the friends you meet there, you know them.

It is from the evil feelings that you must rid

yourselves, for unhappy is the one to whom death

surprises with hatred in the heart, like someone who

falls in the water with a stone tied around his neck

and drags him to the bottom.

The business you are to put in order is the

forgiveness of those who have offended you; are the

mistakes made towards the neighbor and that need to

be repaired to conquer the forgiveness, because the

errors are debts that the pardon is the discharge.

Make haste, then, that the hour of departure may

sound from one moment to the next, and not give

you time for reflection.

Verily I say unto you, that the tile that falls at your

feet is the sign to warn you that you are always ready

for departure at the first sign, lest you be taken by

surprise.

— THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH
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A
mong the classifications of the books of the Bible, there

is one that organizes all the books into four groups:

Pentateuch, Historical, Prophetic and Poetic books. The

Psalms are among the Poetic books. Therefore, to speak of Psalms

is to talk about poetry, of symbolic language with multiple

meanings.

There follows a translation that can help us to feel the poetic

beauty and the direct relation between this poem and the life of the

Christ that quoted it in the anguished moment of the Cross. Atten‐

tion. To recite poetry, to educate coarse men is different from blas‐

pheming against the Father. The Messiah loves the beautiful.

* * *

Psalm 22 verses from the Bible Psalms.

1 My God, my God, why have you forsaken me? Why

are you so far from saving me, so far from my cries of

anguish? 

2 My God, I cry out by day, but you do not

answer, by night, but I find no rest. 
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3 Yet you are enthroned as the Holy One; you are

the one Israel praises. 

4 In you our ancestors put their trust; they trusted

and you delivered them. 5 To you they cried out and

were saved; in you they trusted and were not put

to shame. 

6 But I am a worm and not a man, scorned by

everyone, despised by the people. 

7 All who see me mock me; they hurl insults,

shaking their heads. 

8 “He trusts in the LORD,” they say, “let the LORD

rescue him. Let him deliver him, since he delights

in him.” 

9 Yet you brought me out of the womb; you made

me trust in you, even at my mother’s breast. 

10 From birth I was cast on you; from my

mother’s womb you have been my God. 

11 Do not be far from me, for trouble is near and

there is no one to help. 

12 Many bulls surround me; strong bulls of

Bashan encircle me. 

13 Roaring lions that tear their prey open their

mouths wide against me. 

14 I am poured out like water, and all my bones

are out of joint. My heart has turned to wax; it has

melted within me. 

15 My mouth is dried up like a potsherd, and my

tongue sticks to the roof of my mouth; you lay me in

the dust of death. 

16 Dogs surround me, a pack of villains encircles

me; they pierce my hands and my feet. 
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17 All my bones are on display; people stare and

gloat over me. 

18 They divide my clothes among them and cast

lots for my garment. 

19 But you, LORD, do not be far from me. You are

my strength; come quickly to help me. 

20 Deliver me from the sword, my precious life

from the power of the dogs. 21 Rescue me from the

mouth of the lions; save me from the horns of the

wild oxen. 

22 I will declare your name to my people; in the

assembly I will praise you. 23 You who fear the

LORD, praise him! All you descendants of Jacob,

honor him! Revere him, all you descendants of Israel! 

24 For he has not despised or scorned the

suffering of the afflicted one; he has not hidden his

face from him but has listened to his cry for help. 

25 From you comes the theme of my praise in the

great assembly; before those who fear you I will fulfill

my vows. 

26 The poor will eat and be satisfied; those who

seek the LORD will praise him— may your hearts

live forever! 

27 All the ends of the earth will remember and

turn to the LORD, and all the families of the nations

will bow down before him, 

28 for dominion belongs to the LORD and he

rules over the nations. 

29 All the rich of the earth will feast and worship;

all who go down to the dust will kneel before him—

those who cannot keep themselves alive. 

30 Posterity will serve him; future generations
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will be told about the Lord. 31 They will proclaim his

righteousness, declaring to a people yet unborn: He

has done it!

SOURCE

: HTTPS://WWW.BIBLESTUDYTOOLS.COM/PSALMS/22.HTML
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M
ay the lights of the Most High, recognizing the

smallness of the one who speaks to you, come down

upon us, because we need more and more of the

union of selfless workers from all realms of life so that uniting

efforts, interweaving and forming a single beam of light, let us be

ready to follow the impulse and will of the Master of Nazareth

who commands all in his wise and merciful heart. 

We can start.

Thank you very much for your presence today. Our question is: how

important is the language of the cross, according to the words of Paul of

Tarsus, today?

Spiritists and spiritualists of the world, do not let yourselves

erode the heart, weaken your soul, due to the comforts of modern

life. We cannot, we must not betray the eternal and superior ideals

in exchange for advantages, distractions, which build nothing. For

you, the world today offers the immense challenge of renouncing

easy pleasures. It is the most challenging time to be in this world,

because the ease with which corruption is offered, including to

children's hearts, it should always be an alert to those in search of

christian life so you can preserve yourselves. The language of the

cross is the only one that will serve you in this moment of transi‐

tion. For you, wrapped in gross material and victims of real storms

of inferior energies, will be a true crucifixion the renunciation of
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so much camouflaged coarseness of attractive pleasure. If the

apostle had to face the harsh pains of matter, today you require a

more subtle and therefore more dangerous confrontation. You

really need to wake up to deal with these energies that daily invade

the hearts of those who seek the Christ: contaminating, annihilat‐

ing, making the production of good fruits unfeasible. It is the

vulgar commercials, the jokes that lower the being, is the so-called

leisure that destroys the source of the most powerful energies that

you carry.

Spiritists, in the name of Christ you cannot have a life in the

world. The world today is enriched feeling happy to enjoy

discreetly of morbid pleasures and madness. Modern Christians

are to revive the standard of conduct of the abnegation of all that

is unclean. If the purity and impurity of food were discussed in the

past, the discussion becomes relevant today because there was an

intellectual development and there are emotional and intellectual

foods that make you impure.

Pornography, explicit and especially disguised, destroys the

heart of the believer. Unbridled greed for absurd consumption

drains the forces that were to be employed in the Lord's field.

Disputes over public appearance annihilate the possibilities of

inspiration of the Highest.

The cross is yours only salvation. Imagine yourself in a turbu‐

lent sea with enormous waves coming from all sides, with icy and

furious winds, and you are alone. The only way to escape is to

embrace the redemptive cross. There is no language of the present

cross, as there was no language of the Christian cross. There is one

eternal and necessary language to all spirits of evolution similar to

those of the earth, which is sacrifice language. The great apostle

invented nothing, only used the symbol chosen by his Master, by

our Master, to educate the passions he carried in himself and to

bear testimony of faith.
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Therefore, there is no current, new way of understanding the

language of the cross, as there was no ancient form. It is a single

language. The cross is the lifeline in the midst of the world's

storms. The cross will preserve you, not the pain, but it will main‐

tain you from succumbing to the storms and dying in the depths of

the dark ocean of unfortunate passions. Everyone on Earth faces

these storms today in many different ways. They all need the

saving cross that will surely tear the inner flesh of the soul, which

will undoubtedly be too unpleasant, which will bring excruciating

pain, but which will lead you to the land of the redeemed, which

will protect you from all rages and all attacks and that will take

you and raise you to the Creator Father giving you entrance on

another psychic and spiritual level.

Why speak of the repentant thief with theological polemics,

when it is straightforward to understand? No matter what you

have done, if you accept your cross, you will naturally and auto‐

matically dwell in a higher realm than you were. And he who

dwells in the higher kingdom, relatively, enters into heaven,

because, as the apostle teaches, there are many heavens in the spir‐

itual life. That is why we can say: friends, who have committed so

many crimes in the world, accept your cross today and, in the

name of the Christ, when you are disincarnated, you will be in

heaven.

Peace,

Of your brother and friend,

Léon Denis.
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AFTER DEATH

ne of the most important and beautiful books in the

history of Spiritism. In it, the author presents the

result of his studies on the Secret Doctrine and on the

meaning of life in five parts - Beliefs and Denials; The Great Prob‐

lems; The Invisible World; Beyond Tomb, Straight Path. Written

beautifully and sincerely, Leon Denis presents us with his elevated

conceptions of life to elevate us. The beginning of the introduction

follows.
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I have seen, half buried in their winding-sheets of

sand or stone, the famous cities of a bygone day;

Carthage, of the white promontories; the Greek

towns of Sicily; the Roman Campaign with its broken

aqueducts and gaping tombs, and also those ancient

cities of the dead, that lie so still, wrapped in their

twenty centuries of slumber beneath Vesuvius' ashes.

I have seen the last vestiges of ancient towns that

teemed, of yore, like ant hills with human life - today

but forsaken ruins, simmering in loneliness beneath

the ardent rays of Eastern sun.  I have evoked the

multitudes that populate these cities with their busy

life. At my call they have parade before me with

passions that consumed them: their hatreds, their

loves, their fleeting ambitions, their triumphs and

their reverses; all to be blown away like a puff of

smoke by the breath of time. Beholding which I said

to myself: this then is what becomes of great nations,

of giant capitals - a few heaped stones, a few dreary

mounds, a few stones carvings meagerly sheltered by

a sparse vegetation through which the night wind

moans. Of these, history has kept a record telling of

their existence, of their passing greatness, of their

final fall - until the earth has buried all. But, besides

these, how many others are there whose very names

are unknown? How many towns, how many races,

how many civilizations lie forever engulfed beneath

the glittering waste of waters that overspreads

submerged continents!   And I asked myself, whence

this unrest that torments the peoples of the earth:

wherefore these countless generations that succeed

one another like the sand beds that the tide so
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constantly brings to overlay those that were before?

Why this work, the struggle, the sufferings, if all is to

end in the grave? The centuries, those brief instants

of eternity, have witnessed the passing of nations and

of kingdoms, and nothing has remained: the Sphinx

has devoured all.   Where then is the individual

bound? Is it to nothingness or towards some light

unknown? Nature, smiling and eternal, frame with

garlands of beauty the crumbling remains of fallen

empires. In it nothing dies but to be born again. Its

evolutions are presided over by profound laws and

immutable order. Can it be that the individual and

his other works are alone destined to nothingness, to

oblivion?   The impression wrought by the

contemplation of dead cities I have again

experimented, more acutely, in the presence of the

cold remains of some dear one who had shared my

life. One, beloved, is about to die! While, as with a

heavy heart you bend over him, even as you look,

upon his features the shadows of the hereafter slowly

spread. The inner light now casts but a pale and

trembling flicker: so, it weakens still, and then goes

out. And now, all that in him attested life: the

sparkling eye, the mouth that smiled, the limbs that

so freely moved, all is glazed, silence, and motionless.

On that funereal couch there lies but a corpse

outstretched. Where is the person who has not

pondered this mystery; who, during the final vigil,

alone in solemn communication with death, has not

asked oneself how it would be with him? This

problem concerns us all, for we must, each one of us,

submit to the law. It behooves us to know whether, at
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that hour, everything is verily at an end, whether

death signifies but annihilation's gloomy rest; or

whether it is, on the contrary, the portal to a new

realm of sensation.

— DENIS, LÉON (2015-02-04T22:58:59). AFTER

DEATH (KINDLE LOCATIONS 334-363). UNITED

STATES SPIRITIST COUNCIL/ UNITED STATES

SPIRITIST FEDERATION. KINDLE EDITION.

KABBALAH OF FORGIVENESS

With the title Kabbalah of Forgiveness, Henry Abramson, a

scholar, and practitioner of Judaism present the first chapter of

Moshe Cordoeiro's (or Cordovero) famous book, translated from

the original Hebrew. It follows the opening paragraphs of the

preface.

Forgiveness is a sign of spiritual maturity.

Forgiveness demands empathy to identify with
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someone who behaves inappropriately, self-

awareness to recognize elements of shared

responsibility, and emotional intelligence to

determine how to de-escalate a conflict. One who

truly masters forgiveness develops immunity to

corrosive anger, self-destructive contemplation of

wrongs long past, and vindictive thoughts of

pointless retribution. Forgiveness allows

relationships to heal and flourish. The Kabbalah of

Forgiveness is a commentary on a heroic and

pioneering work on the mechanics of forgiveness.

Date Palm of Devorah was written in the sixteenth

century by Rabbi Moshe Cordovero of Safed, Israel,

and the incredible first chapter describes 13 distinct

Levels of Mercy that God bestows upon the world.

Rabbi Cordovero discusses the specific nature of

forgiveness inherent in each of these levels and

describes how we may emulate them in our everyday

relationships with others.

— ABRAMSON, HENRY; CORDOVERO, MOSHE.

THE KABBALAH OF FORGIVENESS: THE

THIRTEEN LEVELS OF MERCY IN RABBI MOSHE

CORDOVERO'S DATE PALM OF DEVORAH

(TOMER DEVORAH) (KINDLE LOCATIONS 65-74). 

. KINDLE EDITION.
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Source http://www.espitirinhas.com.br/

Source http://www.espitirinhas.com.br/
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M A R C O S  G R O U P

arcos Group is a group of friends: incarnated and

disincarnated, young and adult, scholars and

apprentices, who proposes to be a union of Chris‐

tian ties.

The name Marcos - the group's symbolic name - is named of

the one incarnation of Euripides Barsanulfo, our spiritual leader,

which occurred at the time of Christ.

Marcos was an Essene who became a true Christian. This story

you can know in the book A Grande Espera, from Editora IDE

(Institute of Spiritist Diffusion)

OUR PRINCIPLES

1. All Marcos Group products (books, courses, audio programs,

mediumistic messages, etc.) are made available free of charge on

our website www.grupomarcos.com.br, being previously autho‐

rized to print, copy and disseminate.
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2. The productions (mediumistic or not) take only the name

Marcos and the spiritual friends when it is the case;

3. To collaborate with us or if you wanted our help, just

contact us;

4. Our highest commitment is to the coherence, study, and

dissemination of Allan Kardec's work.

Among them, the Codification and the Spiritist Review  are the

principal references that guide our work;

5. Our specific commitment is to the formation of the New

Generation, without excluding anyone from our activities;

6. We propose to produce books and video and audio

programs, have face-to-face and virtual study meetings, to collabo‐

rate with the spiritist movement.

OUR CONTACTS

contatogrupomarcos@gmail.com

www.grupomarcos.com.br
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